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About This Game

Blind Boris is a survival horror about a blind person. The character arrives to the hospice and 2 weeks later strange things start
to happen. Staff disappears, terrible sounds are heard outside, exit doors are tightly locked but aggressive visitors enter the

building.

Mechanics:
• The player sees what Boris knows, relying on smell, hearing and memory.
• Resources are limited, and they can be found by smell or specific sounds.

• The opponents are walking around the house, but the player does not know exactly where they are. Attacks are always sudden.
• Boris can defend himself, minimizing the damage.

• The game has a system for creating items from four resources.
• A player can make and use traps. Some will show the enemy for a short time, and some will stun him.

• When the enemy is trapped, he can be attacked directly.
• The main goal of the player is to get out of the house by opening five doors, so player have to explore hospice.

• Boris' memory is not stable and over time he will forget the architecture of the house, which will lead to the changes in
locations.

• Boris takes meds to stabilize memory. Meds save the game.

The game shares the universe with the Line, however playing the Line is not necessary to understand the plot of Blind Boris.
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Couldn't tolerate catastrophically-unexplained do-it-again-stupid no-agency choose-your-own-adventure opening for long
enough to see if there's anything of value afterwards. Felt like the worst games of the late 1970s.. Mate, you ever want to feel
like LeBron James soaring through the skies just to slam on some worthless asshat in primary school? BOI does it feel fantastic
to stomp kids.

also this game is pretty good :). If you have Windows 10 do not buy this game at all cost.

It works fine until you quit and decide you want to play later.

Game doesn't launch anymore.

Why did I waste 10 bucks my childhood got to me.

EDIT: Found out my friend had a old retail version of the game and what do you know that one works perfectly. Game still
opens and has full screen support so why downgrade the Steam release.. DO NOT BUY!. If you played the past three, you need
to play the fourth chapter. Part 4 is the longest, and while I feel has a bit of an anticlimax, everything is wrapped up neat and
tidy for a satisfying ending.. a great program for keeping all your pc drivers up to date. This is the pinnacle of the development
of the Ironclads\/Clad in Iron naval series made by gamers for gamers. I had the honor of watching bad games become good.
There are still a lot of old problems here and it\u2019s hard for newbies. But this does not prevent to enjoy the beautiful and a
bit strange game.. Maybe the best thing I can say about Little Red Lie is that I finished it a week ago, and have thought about it
every day since.

LRL is a parallel character study of two people you won't quickly forget. Writer/creator Will O'Neil cleverly plays with the
"Adventure Maker" genre to tell a story unlike anything you've every run across in a video game.

It's relentlessly bleak--strap yourself in. But it it shows people who need to be seen and it says things that need to be spoken out
loud.
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This is a nice dlc. If you are a Scania fan then get this since it adds a lot of accessories to the Scania trucks. I like some of the
paint jobs this offers. I just wish SCS adds other dlcs likef this for other trucks besides Scania and DAF. It would also be nice if
this dlc added maybe a special engine for Scania or maybe a special suspension\/chassis but the dlc as it stands is pretty good..
So far I love it! I haven't find any bugs or issues that might prevent me from playing it. But if I do, I'll edit this review.
I would recommend this game for all who like a Sin City style, mystery, lots of puzzles. It has great atmosphere and its overall
dark gothic presentation.. Where is that DAMN 4th Chaos Emerald?. Multiplayer only version of Broforce-with bad aiming
controls.
No respawn-short rounds.Really fustrating.Water at the bottom-so you drown all the time.
Why ?
I WANT MY MONEY BACK !. Nice little DLC, bought it mostly cuz +3 new tracks for radio and ads, bus and decals are okay
also.

. the game is glitched and you cant actually play it on pc

you can play it on xbox and ps4 and stuff but not on pc

a waste of money. Awesome Job Guys much enjoyed this, right up my ally nothing I like more then random murder and this
game has all the goodies that you could hope for. Definatly worth picking up if you would like here is a link to a video more to
come as well. Awooo :P https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qs52vT2a10w. Cant turn
. I really don't understand the plethora of negative reviews this title has received. It's a run of the mill stat-raising, time
management VN. It is true that it can be a bit arduous when played in long sessions so I'd suggest playing for a bit and then
taking a break and coming back. The story is unique and caught me slightly off-guard, something that I welcome with the
current types of VNs on the market.

It's definitely out of the ordinary and repetitive but I would suggest that if you are a VN fan and don't mind the stat-raising
(choosing which actions to take on certain days that affect the outcome of the game) I'd say to pick this one up and see how it
fares in your opinion. Don't be dissuaded by the negative reviews...pretty sure that many of those were written by people who
are unfamiliar with this genre.
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